ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
outperforms "fixed lapses", "restricted lapses" or "no lapses/ideal observer" in Fig. 2g ).
149
Multisensory trials offer an additional, strong test of ideal observer predictions. In addition to 150 perfect performance on the easiest stimuli, the ideal observer model predicts the minimum possible 151 uncertainty achievable on multisensory trials through optimal integration (Ernst and Bulthoff, 2004; 152 Equation 2 in Methods). By definition, better-than-optimal performance is impossible. However, 153 studies in rats performing multisensory decision-making tasks suggest that in practice, animals' performance on the easiest stimuli was not perfect and asymptotes deviated from 0 and 1. As in Fig. 2f, top) . Interestingly, we observed that animals also had a lower lapse probability (λ + γ) 169 on multisensory trials (Fig. 2e , asymptotes for red curve are closer to 0 and 1; n=17 rats, 347537 170 trials). This was consistently observed across animals ( Fig. 2f bottom, the probability of lapses on 171 multisensory trials was 0.06 on average, compared to 0.17 on visual, p=1.4e-4 and 0.21 on auditory, 172 p=1.5e-5). individually fits µ, σ, and lapse probability for high rate (γ) and low rate choices (λ). Dotted line shows showed significant reduction on the multisensory conditions (paired t-test, p<0.05); n=17 rats (347537 trials). in inverse-slope on multisensory trials, this success doesn't provide an explanation for why lapses 198 are present in the first place, nor why they differ between stimulus conditions.
199
To investigate this, we considered possible sources of noise that have traditionally been 200 invoked to explain lapses (Fig. 1d) . We first hypothesized that lapses might be due to a fixed 201 amount of noise added once the decision has been made. These sources of noise could include 202 decision noise due to imprecision (Findling et al., 2018) , motor errors (Wichmann and Hill, 2001) 203 or -greedy exploration. However, these sources should hinder decisions equally across conditions 204 ( Supplementary Fig. 1b) , which cannot explain our observation of condition-dependent lapse rates 205 (Fig. 2f) .
206
A second explanation is that lapses arise due to inattention on a small fraction of trials.
207
Inattention would drive the animal to guess randomly, producing lapse rates whose sum should 208 reflect the probability of not attending (Fig. 3a, Methods) . According to this explanation, the 209 lower lapse rate on multisensory trials reflects increased attention on those trials, perhaps due to 210 their increased bottom-up salience (i.e. two streams of stimuli instead of one). To test this, we 211 leveraged a multisensory condition that manipulates uncertainty without changing salience (Raposo,
212
Sheppard, et al., 2012). Specifically, we interleaved standard matched-rate multisensory trials with 213 "neutral" multisensory trials for which the rate of the auditory stimuli ranged between 9-16 Hz, 214 while the visual stimuli was always 12 Hz. This rate was so close to the category boundary (12.5 215 Hz) that it did not provide compelling evidence for one choice or the other (Fig. 3d, left) , thus 216 reducing the information in the multisensory stimulus and increasing uncertainty. However, since 217 both "neutral" and "matched" conditions are multisensory, they should be equally salient, and since 218 they are interleaved, the animal would be unable to identify the condition without actually attending 219 to the stimulus. According to the inattention model, matched and neutral trials should have the same 220 rate of lapses, only differing in their σ (Supplementary Fig 1c) .
221
Contrary to this prediction, we observed higher lapse rates on "neutral" trials, where the 222 uncertainty was high, than on "matched" trials, where the uncertainty was lower (Fig. 3d) . The 223 dependence of lapses on uncertainty is reminiscent of the dependence of lapse on uncertainty 224 observed when comparing unisensory vs. multisensory trials (Fig. 2e,f; Supplementary Fig. 1e ).
225
Having observed that traditional explanations of lapse fail to account for the behavioral 226 observations, we extended the ideal observer model to propose a novel explanation for lapses: an 227 uncertainty-guided form of exploration using a dynamic softmax decision rule (Fig. 3b) . This form 228 of exploration is widely used in value-based decision making (Dayan and Daw, 2008) since it allows 229 the subject to "tune" the degree of exploration using a β parameter, also known as an "inverse efficiently maximize long-term expected reward (Gershman, 2018; Leike et al., 2016) . This predicts 235 that conditions with higher uncertainty in expected reward (e.g. unisensory or neutral trials) should 236 encourage more exploration, giving rise to more frequent lapses ( Supplementary Fig. 4c-d ).
237
As a result, the uncertainty-guided exploration model predicts an increase not only in the σ 238 but also in lapses on neutral trials, just as we observed (Fig. 3c )-in fact it predicts that both these 239 parameters should match those on auditory trials. This model fit the data well (Fig. 3e, bottom) .
240
with the neutral condition simply having a greater σ. This model provided a worse fit to the data, 242 particularly missing the data at extreme stimulus values where lapses are most clearly apparent 243 (Fig. 3e, top) . Model comparison using BIC and AIC both favored the exploration model over the 244 inattention model for average data (Fig. 3f top) as well as across individual subjects (Fig. 3f bottom, 
245
Supplementary Fig. 3 ) Supplementary Fig. 4 ). This is in stark contrast to the 275 inattention model and many other kinds of disengagement ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ), in which lapses 276 are caused by the observer disregarding the stimulus, and hence lapses at the two extreme stimulus 277 levels are both influenced by a common underlying guessing process that depends on expected 278 rewards from both stimulus categories. This is also in contrast with fixed motor error or -greedy 279 models in which lapses are independent of expected reward (Fig. 3c) .
280
Therefore, a unique prediction of the exploration model is that selectively manipulating 281 expected rewards associated with one of the stimulus categories should only affect lapses at one 282 extreme of the psychometric function, whereas inattention and other kinds of disengagement predict 283 that both lapses should be affected, and fixed error models predict that neither should be affected 284 (Fig. 4a, Supplementary Fig. 1,2) .
285
To experimentally test these predictions, we tested rats on the rate discrimination task with 286 asymmetric rewards (Fig. 4b, top) . Instead of rewarding high and low rate choices equally, we 287 increased the water amount on the reward port associated with high-rates (rightward choices) so it 288 was 1.5 times larger than before, without changing the reward on the the low-rate side (leftward 289 choices). In a second rat cohort we did the opposite: we devalued the choices associated with 290 high-rate trials by decreasing the water amount on that side port so it was 1.5 times smaller than 291 before, without changing the reward on the low-rate side. comparison showing that AIC and BIC both favor the exploration model on data from all 3 manipulations.
315
The animals' behavior on the asymmetric-reward task matched the predictions of the explo-316 ration model. Increasing the reward size on choices associated with high-rates led to a decrease in 317 lapses for the highest rates and no changes in lapses for the lower rates ( Fig. 4c , left; n=3 rats, 6976 318 trials). Decreasing the reward of choices associated with high-rates led to an increase in lapses for 319 the highest rates and no changes in lapses for the lower rates ( Fig. 4c , right; n=3 rats, 11164 trials).
320
This shows that both increasing and decreasing the value of one of the actions has an asymmetric 321 effect on lapse probabilities that does not match the inattention model.
322
To confirm that the asymmetric changes in lapse rate that we observed were truly driven 323 by uncertainty, we examined performance on randomly interleaved "sure bet" trials on which the 324 uncertainty was very low (Fig. 4b , bottom). On these trials, a pure tone was played during the 325 fixation period, after which an LED at one of the side ports was clearly illuminated, indicating a 326 reward. Sure-bet trials comprised 6% of the total trials, and as with the rate discrimination trials, 327 left and right trials were interleaved. Owing to the low uncertainty, the model predicts that very 328 little exploration would be required in this condition, and that animals would very quickly reach 329 perfect performance on these trials. Importantly, our model predicts that performance on "sure-bet" 330 trials would be unaffected by imbalances in reward magnitude.
331
In keeping with this prediction, on sure-bet trials, performance was near perfect (right- to uncertain situations that encourage subjects to explore, rather than exploit. Further, because 337 sure-bet trials were interleaved with more uncertain trials, their near-perfect performance indicates that uncertainty can be estimated on the timescale of individual trials.
As an additional test of the model, we manipulated expected rewards by probabilistically 340 rewarding incorrect i.e. leftward choices on high rate trials with a probability of 0.5, while leaving all 341 other rewards unchanged (Fig. 4e left) . The exploration model predicts that this should selectively 342 increase the value of leftward actions on high rate trials, increasing lapses on high rates. Indeed,
343
this is what we observed (Fig. 4e right, n=5 animals, 347537 trials), and the effect was strikingly 344 similar to the decreased reward experiment, even though the two manipulations affect high rate 345 action values through changes on opposite reward ports. Moreover, this suggests that lapses reflect 346 changes in action value caused by changing either reward magnitudes or reward probabilities, as 347 one would expect from the exploration model.
348
The subjective value of actions may naturally change with experience, even without the 349 explicit reward manipulations described above. Throughout training, the animal uses outcomes of The results of the reward experiments suggest that disrupting areas that confer value to actions 365 should asymmetrically bias lapses, in contrast to disruptions of areas that encode sensory evidence, 366 which should lead to horizontal biases without affecting lapses, or motor disruptions that simply 367 make one of the actions harder to perform, which should affect both lapses ( Supplementary Fig.   368 11a, top). Crucially, in the absence of lapses, all three of these disruptions would look identical, since these deficits were only demonstrated during auditory decision-making, these studies did not afford the opportunity to distinguish sensory modality-specific deficits from those that should 381 generalize across modalities (e.g., visual, multisensory, auditory) like value deficits.
382
To test whether pStr and M2 have a modality-independent role in perceptual decisions, we 383 suppressed activity of neurons in each of these areas using muscimol, a GABA A agonist, during 384 our multisensory rate discrimination task. We implanted bilateral cannulae in M2 (Supplementary 385 Fig. 6b ; n = 5 rats; +2 mm AP 1.3 mm ML, 0.3 mm DV) and pStr (Supplementary Fig. 6a ; n 386 = 6 rats; -3.2 mm AP, 5.4 mm ML, 4.1 mm DV) (Fig. 5a ). On control days, rats were infused 387 unilaterally with saline, followed by unilateral muscimol infusion the next day (M2: 0.1-0.5 µg, 388 pStr 0.075-0.125 µg). We compared performance on the multisensory rate discrimination task for 389 muscimol days with preceding saline days. Inactivation of the side associated with low-rate choices 390 biased the animals to make more low-rate choices ( Fig. 5b ; left 6 panels: empty circles, inactivation 391 sessions; full circles, control sessions) and inactivation of the side associated with high-rates biased 392 them to make more high-rate choices (Fig. 5b, right 6 panels) . The inactivations largely affected 393 lapses on the contralateral side, while sparing those on the ipsilateral side (Fig. 5c) . These results 394 recapitulated previous findings, and were strikingly similar to the effects we observed following 395 reward manipulations (as seen in Fig. 4c, right panel) . These effects were seen across areas (Fig. 5b,   396 top, M2; bottom, pStr) and modalities ( Fig. 5b ; green, auditory; blue, visual and red, multisensory),
397
suggesting that pStr and M2 are part of a modality-independent circuit for decision-making.
398
Fitting the data with the exploration model revealed that the effects on lapses could be captured 399 by scaling the contralateral action value by a single parameter across modalities (Fig. 5b on the side associated with high rates showed increased low rate lapses (Fig. 5c , bottom right; data 403 points are above the unity line; n=9 rats), but lapses did not change for high rates (Fig. 5c, top right; 404 data points are on the unity line). This was consistent across areas and modalities ( Fig. 5c ; M2, 405 triangles; pStr, circles; blue, visual; green, auditory). Animals that were inactivated on the side 406 associated with low rates showed the opposite effect: increased lapses on high rate trials (Fig. 5c, 
407
top left; n=10 rats) and no change in lapses for low rate trials (Fig. 5c bottom left) . To confirm 408 that this effect was independent of the associated stimulus, some rats were trained on a reverse 409 contingency regimen in which high rates were rewarded on the left side. The effects were consistent 410 across both groups ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ) and always resembled a devaluation of contralateral 411 actions ( Supplementary Fig. 11 ).
412
To determine whether changes in decision-making simply reflected motor impairments that 413 drove a tendency to favor the ipsilateral side, we compared behavior on the sure-bet task described 414 previously (Fig. 4b, bottom) . Performance was spared on these trials (Fig. 5d) : rats made correct 415 rightward and leftward choices regardless of the side that was inactivated. This suggests that 416 behavioral effects were restricted to situations in which there was uncertainty about the correct 417 outcome. We also looked at multiple movement parameters such as wait time in the center port and 418 movement times to ipsilateral and contralateral reward ports. There were no significant effects on 419 movement parameters (Supplementary figure 10) , suggesting that effects on decision outcome were 420 not due to a muscimol-induced motor impairment.
421
Finally, a model comparison revealed that a fixed contralateral value deficit captured the 422 inactivation effects much better than a fixed reduction in contralateral sensory evidence or a fixed 423 increase in contralateral motor effort, both for M2 (Fig. 5e top) and pStr (Fig. 5e bottom) .
424
In uncertain conditions, this reduced contralateral value gives rise to more exploratory choices 425 and hence more lapses on one side (Fig. 5f top) , but doesn't affect the other side, or sure-bet 426 trials on which the animals largely exploit. Together, this suggests that M2 and pStr have a 427 lateralized, modality-independent role in computing the expected value of actions based on incoming 428 multisensory information (Fig. 5f bottom) . options, exploration can potentially improve the subject's knowledge of the rules of the task, helping 491 it to increase future payoff, thus maximizing expected utility over a long period of time.
492
Balancing exploration and exploitation is computationally challenging, and the mechanism 493 we propose here, uncertainty dependent exploration, is a well-known, elegant heuristic for achieving 494 this balance. Also known as Thompson sampling, this strategy has been shown to be asymptotically exploit on conditions with no uncertainty, as we observed on sure-bet trials (Fig. 4d, 5d ).
506
The model also predicts that exploration, and consequently lapses, should decrease with 507 training as the animal becomes more certain of the rules and expected rewards, explaining training- 
511
A unique prediction of the exploration model is that it predicts lapse rates will sometimes 512 change asymmetrically for left and right decisions. For instance, changing the value associated 513 with one of the decisions (eg. high rate) should only affect lapses associated with that decision -514 predicting fewer lapses on high rates if the rightward reward is increased, and more lapses if it is 515 decreased, or if leftward decisions are probabilistically rewarded on high rates. These predictions 516 are borne out (Fig. 4c) , and rightward successes or failures on the previous trial have a similar effect.
517
The model also suggests that the asymmetric effects on lapses seen during unilateral inactivations of 518 prefrontal and striatal regions (Fig. 5b) arises from a selective devaluation of contralateral actions.
519
This interpretation reconciles a number of studies that have found asymmetric effects of inactivating identical, generating rates that were 9 events/s (all long intervals) or 16 events/s (all short intervals).
552
More difficult trials included a mixture of long and short intervals, generating stimulus rates that 553 were intermediate between the two extremes and therefore more difficult for the animal to judge.
554
The stimulus began after a variable delay following when the rats snout broke the infrared beam To probe the effect of uncertainty on lapses, rats received catch trials consisting of multisensory 569 neutral trials, where only the auditory modality provided evidence for a particular choice, whereas 570 the visual modality provided evidence that was so close to the category boundary (12 Hz) that it did 571 not support one choice or the other (Raposo, Sheppard, et al., 2012)
572
To probe the effect of value on lapses, we manipulated either reward magnitude or reward 573 probability associated with high rates, while keeping low rate trials unchanged. To increase or 574 decrease reward magnitude associated with high rates, the amount of water dispensed on the right 575 port was increased or decreased to 36ul or 16 ul respectively, while the reward on the left port 576 was maintained at 24 ul. To manipulate reward probability, we occasionally rewarded rats on the 577 (incorrect) left port on high rate trials with a probability of 0.5. The right port was still rewarded 578 with a probability of 1 on high rates, and reward probabilities on low rate trials were unchanged (1 579 on the left port, 0 on the right).
580
Analysis of behavioral data.
581
Psychometric curves. Descriptive four-parameter psychometric functions were fit to choice data us-582 ing the Palamedes toolbox (Prins and Kingdom, 2018). Psychometric functions were parameterized 583 as:
where γ and λ are the lower and upper asymptote of the psychometric function, which parameterize 585 the lapse rates on the left and to the right, respectively; φ is a cumulative normal function; x is the 586 event rate, i.e. the number of flashes or beeps presented during the one second stimulus period; µ 587 parameterizes the x-value at the midpoint of the psychometric function and σ describes the inverse 588 slope. 95% Confidence intervals on these parameters were generated via bootstrapping based on
589
Ideal observer model
592
We can specify an ideal observer model for our task using Bayesian Decision Theory (Dayan and 593 Daw, 2008). This observer maintains probability distributions over previously experienced stimuli 594 and choices, computes the posterior probability of each action being correct given its observations 595 and picks the action that yields the highest expected reward.
596
Let the true category on any given trial be c true , the true stimulus rate be s true and the animal's 597 noisy visual and auditory observations of s true be x V and x A , respectively. We assume that the two 598 sensory channels are corrupted by independent gaussian noise with standard deviation σ A and σ V ,
599
respectively, giving rise to conditionally independent observations.
The ideal observer can use this knowledge to compute the likelihood of seeing the current trial's 601 observations as a function of the hypothesized stimulus rate s. This likelihood L is a gaussian 602 function of s with a mean given by a weighted sum of the observations x A and x V ,:
The likelihood of seeing the observations as a function of the hypothesized category c, is given
604
by marginalizing over all possible hypothesized stimulus rates. Let the experimentally imposed 605 category boundary be µ 0 , such that stimulus rates are considered high when s > µ 0 and low when
where Φ is the cumulative normal function. Using Bayes' rule, the ideal observer can then compute 608 the probability that the current trial was high or low rate given the observations, i.e. the posterior 609 probability.
where p High and p Low are the prior probabilities of high and low rates respectively. The expected 613
Under the standard contingency, high rates are rewarded on the right and low rates on the left, 
The max-reward decision rule involves picking the actionâ with the highest expected reward:
In the special case of equal rewards and uniform stimulus and category priors, this reduces to 619 choosing right when the weighted sum of observations is to the right of the true category boundary, 620 i.e. w A x A + w V x V > µ 0 . Note that this is a deterministic decision rule for any given observations 621 x A and x V , however, since these are noisy and gaussian distributed around the true stimulus rate 622 s true , the likelihood of making a rightward decision is given by the cumulative gaussian function Φ:
We can measure this probability empirically through the psychometric curve. Fitting it with a two 626 parameter cumulative gaussian function yields µ and σ which can be compared to ideal observer 627 predictions. The σ parameter is then taken to reflect sensory noise; and with the assumption of uni-628 form priors and equal rewards, the µ parameter is taken to reflect the subjective category boundary.
629
Although µ should equal µ 0 for the ideal observer, in practice it is treated as a free parameter, and The traditional model for lapse rates assumes that on a fixed proportion of trials, the animal fails to 636 pay attention to the stimulus, guessing randomly between the two actions. We can incorporate this 637 suboptimality into the ideal observer above as follows: Let the probability of attending be p attend .
638
Then, on 1 − p attend fraction of trials, the animal does not attend to the stimulus (i.e. receives 639 no evidence), effectively making σ sensory → ∞ and giving rise to a posterior that is equal to the 640 prior. On these trials, the animal may choose to maximize this prior (always picking the option 641 that's more likely a-priori, guessing with 50-50 probability if both options are equally likely), or 642 probability-match the prior (guessing in proportion to its prior). Let us call this guessing probability 643 p bias . Then, the probability of a rightward decision is given by marginalizing over the attentional 
where γ and λ are the lower and upper asymptotes respectively, collectively known as "lapses".
648
In this model, the sum of the two lapses depends on the probability of attending, which could be 649 modulated in a bottom up fashion by the salience of the stimulus; their ratio depends on the guessing 650 probability, which in turn depends on the observer's priors and subjective rewards. given by , or it might reflect a deliberate propensity to occasionally make random "exploratory" 656 choices to gather information about rules and rewards. This is known as an -greedy decision rule,
657
where the observer chooses randomly (or according to p bias ) on fraction of trials. Both these models yield predictions similar to those of the inattention model: softmax rule whose β depends on the total uncertainty in expected reward (Gershman, 2018) .
The proportion of rightward choices conditioned on the true stimulus rate is then obtained 669 by marginalizing over the latent action values Q(a), using the fact that the choice depends on s 670 only through its effect on Q(a), where ρ is the animal's posterior belief in a high rate stimulus, 671 i.e. ρ = p(c = High|x A , x V ). ρ is often referred to as the belief state in reinforcement learning 672 problems involving partial observability such as our task.
Since lapses are the asymptotic probabilities of the lesser rewarding action at extremely easy 674 stimulus rates, we can derive them from this expression by setting ρ → 1 or ρ → 0. This yields
Critically, in this model, the upper and lower lapses are dissociable, depending only on the 676 rightward or leftward rewards, respectively. Such a softmax decision rule has been used to account produce lapses since in these decision rules, when the posterior probability goes to 1, so does the 683 decision probability. were done using AIC and BIC.
692

Surgical procedures
693
All rats subject to surgery were anesthetized with 1%-3% isoflurane. Isoflurane anesthesia was 694 maintained by monitoring respiration, heart rate, oxygen and CO 2 levels, as well as foot pinch 695 responses throughout the surgical procedure. Ophthalmic ointment was applied to keep the eyes 696 moistened throughout surgery. After scalp shaving, the skin was cleaned with 70% ethanol and 5% 697 betadine solution. Lidocaine solution was injected below the scalp to provide local analgesia prior 698 to performing scalp incisions. Meloxicam (5mg/ml) was administered subcutaneously (2mg/kg) 699 for analgesia at the beginning of the surgery, and daily 2-3 days post-surgery. The animals were 700 allowed at least 7 days to recover before behavioral training.
701
Viral injections-2 rats, 15 weeks of age, were anesthetized and placed in a stereotaxic apparatus
702
(Kopf Instruments). Small craniotomies were made in the center of primary visual cortex (V1; University of Pennsylvania vector core.
713
Cannulae implants Rats were anesthetized and placed in the stereotax as described above. After 714 incision and skull cleaning, 2 skull screws were implanted to add more surface area for the dental At the conclusion of inactivation experiments, animals were deeply anesthetized with Euthasol
737
(pentobarbital and phenytoin). Animals were perfused transcardially with 4% paraformaldehyde.
738
Brains were extracted and post-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24-48 hours. After post-fixing, 739 50-100 um coronal sections were cut on a vibratome (Leica) and imaged. 
